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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This interesting review concerns the role of the lung microbiome. On the whole it is well structured
and comprehensive in the issues it considers. The figures were appropriate and well designed. There
were a few minor changes which could improve the article 1) The English needs some minor
polishing throughout 2) The final part of the article concerning probiotics might benefit from a table
to summarise the interventional work done (albeit mostly pre-clinical in nature). Alternatively
another figure to illustrate concepts in the later parts of the article would be beneficial to break up the
text subsequent to figure 3. 3) I wondered if a section on clinical management would be worthwhile?
At the moment the only element on treatment as such is the probiotic bit; however the mechanistic
parts of the article made me wonder about the role of managing the gut-lung axis (e.g. reflux
treatment?) and about the role of long term antibiotic therapy with respect to the microbiome (e.g. are
there any microbiome studies of azithromycin?). I appreciate that if robust studies do not exist much
of this would be speculative but it would enhance the article for a clinical readership
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This paper is a comprehensive review of pulmonary microbiome and gut-lung axis interactions;
authors report on “resident microflora” and its changes under various conditions such as
respiratory diseases, gastroesophageal reflux, loss of protective mechanisms, bacterial colonization,
administration of probiotics.
Notions are well described and sufficiently detailed, novel findings
to current knowledge have been added, there is some novelty in comparison with the classical
descriptions However, to increase the practical/educational value of the manuscript, a short
comment on the effect of antibiotics commonly administered deserve reporting, both on pulmonary
and intestinal microbiome, e.g. what are the modifications-prevalence of flora at the end of a
conventional antibiotic treatment? , which microbiome (lung or gut) suffers most from antibacterial
therapy? How long does the biodiversity of flora take to come back to a bacterial population similar
to the original ? (after the treatment), Is there any prevalence of viruses after the treatment? etc.. In
addition, few words on the effects of PREBIOTICS on gut microbiome or on gut-lung axis would
also be appreciated. Probiotics have been shown effective in managing certain gastrointestinal
conditions, however..have PROBIOTICS the same power that PREBIOTIC have?. Minor English
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is an interesting article. However, the manuscript contains some grammatical errors and
conceptual questions, which require attention.
Suggestions: 1. Grammar This manuscript
contains certain level of scientific merit and it is clearly written. However, the manuscript has quite a
number of misused and redundant sentences as well as grammatical errors. I would suggest that the
authors find some help in English edition. 2. Examples: Introduction: (A) --- within the frame work
of the “Human microbiome” project (HMP 2007) --- (line 2); (B) Ongoing studies? Preliminary data
showed ---- (line 12). Figure 1: (A) Local growth conditions, instead of regional. Page 3: The
model --- has been proposed (bottom line). Page 4, Fig. 2: Change of local environment; bacterial
nutrients; dendritic cells (instead of dendrite cells). Page 5, GIT, full name. (gastro-intestinal tract).
The last sentence is not clear, and a bit mix-up. It is better to respectively describe cell types,
cytokines and transcription factor. Page 6, figure legend, in addition to mesenteric lymph node,
Peyer’s patch and appendix are also important. Page 7, 1st paragraph, line 5, “The interaction --demonstrated?” Not everything is promoted, some condition, such as inflammation or disease,
would be aggravated.
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